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A B S T R A C T . The purpose o f this paper has been to consider the polarisation problem  
for nucloon-nuoleon scattering in  the pseudoaoalar meson theory. Attempts have always 
bfion made to explain polarisation in case of scattering by expanding in terms of centre of moss 
angular momentum and considering the scattering problem with the help o f phase shifts in 
Ihc different angular momentum and spin states. This procedure often contains the error 
of keeping only a few pliase shifts without any theoretical justification We have avoided 
tliiK source of error by taking the usual jS-matrix in the second and fourth orders. Using 
this direct method, it has been observed that polarisation in case of such a scattering, when  
initially the partciles are unpolarised, is zero, which is in contradiction to the experimental 
results
I N T R O D U C T I O N
I t  is well known that the nuclear forces are best explained, at least in a 
qualitative manner, with the help of psudoscalar meson theory. We wish to 
consider polarisation in case of nucleon-nucleon scattering in this theory.
Since the experimental discovery of polarisation in case of scattering, many 
attempts have been made to explain them with the help of different models or 
from field theory with approximate calculations (Bhatia, 1950 ; Verde, 1965 ; 
Lepore, 1950). The approach of these attempts are similar to that of Mott (1932) 
and makes use of the centre of mass angular momentum expansion of the incom­
ing and outgoing waves, and the subsequent calculations of different angular 
momentum states phase shifts only a few of which can be retained. Ihus, besides 
the usual inaccuracy of the perturbation approach for the meson theories, the 
inaccuracy of retaining only a few angular momentum states without any theo­
retical justification in the individual cases, is further added.
To avoid a t least the second error, wo have considered the scattering problem 
from the general scattering m atrix in the second and fourth orders for the parti­
cular case of neutron-proton scattering. We assume the incident particles to 
be uiipolarised and calculate the cross-section for an arbitrary direction of polarisa­
tion of the outgoing proton beam. The dependance of this cross-section on the 
Htate of polarisation of the proton will give us the amount of polarisation of this
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beam as a result of scattering, and by angular momentum conservation, we shall 
automatically obtain the polarisation of the neutron beam.
I t  is, however, found th a t the scattering cross-section does not depend ou 
the state of polarisation of the outgoing proton, thus going against the expen- 
mental result th at polarisation should be obtained in case of such a scattering.
I t  is to be noticed, however, th a t the scatterers in the case of experimentR 
are not free particles, but are bound. This might bo the source of error in taking 
as we have done, the wave functions to be all those of free particles.
R E L A T I V I S T I C  P O L A R I S A T I O N  S T A T E S  O F  A S I N G L E  
D I R A C  P A R T I C L E
The four spinor wave function of the Dirac particle of energy-momentum 
p  will be taken in the positive energy states as
l / r { p ) - J * " )
\ * m /
acos ^
where the small component and =  I
\  ■ «  . . f j .V B in  2 exp {ip) ^
W cThe invariant normalisation ^{p)^{p) — 1 gives us h .
adopt the notation of Heitler (1954) as regards the y-matrices the energy- 
momenta and the summation conventions. We define the anti-symmetric 
polarisation operator as
(Tp, =  ll2i{ypy,-~y,yp)
— > — ►
such th a t the Pauli spin matrices o' are given as o' — (o"g3, o'^^ , The relati-
vistically covariant polarisation tensor is defined as
f(p)
for the particle represented by the 4-spinor ijr{p). Hence
P  ^  f  (/)) <r \ (^p)
{ P - P ^ k) 1 . . .  (1)
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where “  ^ '
— ►  — ►
Pnr =  ^ip  ^  ^ ip  — sin a  sin p, cos a)
is the non-relativifltic polariaation vector.
Again,
gives us
“  (^ X4» ^84’ ^a*)
P u  ~  ^  Pm
= (r)
\  0- 0^
Pko ~  ^  ^  P^ll . . .  (2)
Tt is easily seen th a t
i  P ^ , P ^ " = : P .  P - P * 0 . P * 0 - 1
])y oquB. (1) and (2) and further simplification, as w© should expect of the polari­
sation.
From the above-mentioned equations it  is also clear that the strictly space 
]iart (1) of the polarisation depends on the momentum of the particle unless we 
quantise polarisation parallel to the direction of the momentum itself, in which
—► —► . . .  -1
case P  — P n r - In  such a case, the strictly relativistic part (2) also vanishes
altogether.
In the general case, however, both the parts of the anti-syinmetric tensor 
stay, and have to be taken into account while considering coupling of this 
polarisation with any other tensor for an invariant description of such problems. 
Ttis also to be seen, that, if we consider, say, only positive energy states, then such
slates as exp(i^a;) are impossible.
Tf we replace a  by tt—a  and p  by P-\-tt, such that
changes to |
— cos '2
then the new thus obtained is orthogonal to the original one, and has just 
Ihe opposite polarisation even in the relativistic limit,
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S E C O N D  AND  F O U R T H  O R D E R  P E R T U R B A T I O N  
C A L C U L A T I O N S
In  the specific problem of proton-neutron scattering, we take and p,^
and P4 as the four-momenta of the incident proton and neutron and the outgoing 
proton and neutron respectively. The interaction hamiltonian density is taken
^ ii^ )  =  («)r6 Tkf{^)<Pk{x)
The meson and nucleon propagation functions are respectively as
(3)
and
J ~P+Af2 exp (ik{x^—x.^)dh.
In  the above, fi and M  are respectively the meson and nucleon masses. Through­
out, natural units c =  fe =  1 have been chosen.
F ig. 1(a) & (b)
W ith summation over isotopic spin indices, the second order matrix ele­
ments become
-  (4)
=  .y(27T)‘f  (p ,)r.
In  the above result, and are proton states and and are
neutron states, and p  — P^—Pz and q — P i—P3.
For calculating the fourth order m atrix element, we consider moderately high 
energies so th a t only the graphs figure 2 (a & b) and the graphs with pj and 
interchanged contribute the maximum.
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Fig. 2(a) & (b)
Then we easily obtain the resiDoctive scattering matrix elements as 
S ^ w  =  gij i ld ^ k if ^ i> ,) y f r ^ { iy ( p y - k ) —M }y iTi\lr(p i)
... (5)
where
I  UP ”  J knkp{k^ -\-/i^ ]~^ [Jc^ — 2fcpi]“^ [fc^-|-2A;jj2]“ X^[(j— .,.(5a)
Similarly
= —lj&g*i(p^)y^f{pi)^{Pi)y,\ji(p^)J^,  . . .  (6)
wliero
J u v  ^  I  d ^ k k y . k p \k ^ - \- n '^ \ - \k '^ — '2 ,k p { \ - \k '^ — 2 k p ^ { k — q )'^ -\-fi^ Y ^  ... (6a)
There will be two other matrix elements with the exchange of and (or 
jf)g and p ^  given as




— ^ Up(Pi \  /  P i )
liviPl
... (7o)
. . .  (8) 
... (8a)
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The numerical coefficients are seen to be different in the latter two cases from a 
consideration of the specific isotopic spin states of the neutrons and the protons 
and taking summation over such states for the Intermediate nucleons.
Hence finally we obtain the scattering m atrix up to fourth order as
f ip i )  f{Pt) y t ^{pt)+ g‘Q'^(p>) yn ^(Pt) ^(Pt)ys >Mpi)
hp,)yn f{Pi) ^{Pi) r» f^ P t)+ ^ '^ p  'Hp i ) ^{pt)y, }'/(jy,)i
where
Q  =  (27t)%^ 4- Q '  -  2(27T)*[(g »  p ) ^  +  /.a]-!
iQnv — 1119 0
( 9 )
( 9 a )
and
Foi“ the evaluation of the respective and J^ , integrals, we make use of the 
representation.
l/{a b cd) =  Q J dx f  dy S dz x ( l—x)[ay-i~b(l—y))x-l-(cz-l-d{l—z)(l~x)]-^
0 0 0 •
and employ the wellknown techniques of Feynman to evaluate the resiilliii}^  
integrals.
Thus wo sliall have
where
and
in^ J dx /  dy I dz[DjT^ y, z)P,, {x, y, z) -f  ^ P^-iJ ... (10)
PiM y ,  2) =  Pitt A ^ —y)~Pzn xy-\-qf, (1—a:)z, . . .  (10a)
A =  -  { l—x){p^-\-q^)
D i=  — (Pi(a:, y, z)2 — A
=  -  2 y f  +  -  a;) +  qH{\ -  x)
-  p H '^ il  — 2/) — 2{pq) a; (1 ^  x)yz ... (1010
The integrals J 7'^,, and J can also be written, down in a similar way and 
will have the same form as above. Hence by (9a), (10a) and (10), we have
Qnv — ^nv 4~
Q'lip =  A ' Sp,p ... (11)
P o l m i s a i i m  D ir a c  P a rtic le^  e tc .
whej e A wi(i; funetwns of momonta and and S'^p wfe
the components-of'Jbiie awni pf symmetric tensor products of the momentuin,- 
cnergy four vectors. Htenoe in (11), we have
Sp,p =  Syp.
anti also -Sf^ , j8"w ( h t l — 1,2, 3) and are all real and all the remaining
com ponents of 8  and 8 '  are pure imaginary.
Hence we have
Q \ i  =  Qku 2, 3,
Q*ik =  — Qa< ... (12)
and the Q’s as well are also symmetric.
We shall now adopt the properties (12) of Q^y and Q*py and employ the ex- 
prenBion (9).
In (9), we shall explicitly take ^ips) to be in the positive energy state with a 
definite polarisation given as
^(Pa) =  -V 2 M (E .- \-M ) L O' . Pa J
(13)
L  ™  -2“2 exi)(tA)
¥ ^  1 ^  P  with the notation th a t 2  indicates summation over the spin states of
V V p p1) a> 3
particles of momentum p, will give us the scattering cross-section when the outgoing 
proton has a definite state of polarisation given by (13) and the incident beams are 
impolarised. In  the calculation of £  16^  |^, we shall have to employ the posi-
Pl,P2,P4
live energy state  projection operators A+(Pi)¥ A t-(Pa) A+(P4)» 
where A+(i» =  A
2E^
E \ O’ . p
a . p  E '‘.
(14)
with the abbreviation JE^ +^  — Ep~\- M  and E~^ =  Ep—M,
S I iSf I ® will give rise to sixteen terms in all, many of which will vanish.
Pl>2^ 2,p4
The different types of terms th a t will occur have been considered in the appendix. 
3
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When expressed in terms of the Pauli spin matrices, all of them will be of 
the form
^(Pa)
— ►  — ►
^3 +  <7 .
which, by (13), will simplify to 
1
2 M E \
(i:)i
+ 0-. \E+p^y^B^+ b a l ‘^ ^4-2(2>3 - ^ 4) P3 
(-4g—-i4g)p3+iA’p (52+-S3) (15a)
In  order th a t the scattering cross-secjtiou may depend on the state of polarisation 
of the sum of the terms arising from the square bracket in (15a) from all
the individual terms should not vanish. Since the final sum of all the terms must
be real, in terms like (15a) we must consider only the real parts of ^ 1, A^, B^ and
£3 for the scattering cross-section th a t does not depends on the spin states of 
^/(^a) and to obtain the spin dependance of the cross-section, we must consider
— >  — ^  ^  ^
the real parts of A.^, A^, B^ and B^ and the pure imaginary parts of B^ and B^.
I t  will however be seen in the appendix th at in any matrix
0  = A ^ - \ - B j ^  . or . (T
—> -> —> —>
^  ^4 +  -®4 • ^
considered in (15), A^ and A^, B^ and are pure imaginary and and B^ are
real. This shows th a t there is no preferred orientation of the spin of the proton 
as a result of scattering.
A P P E ^ T D I X
The type of terms th a t will occur in S  1 >51 are the following : (ueglect-
; Pup2>p*
ing real coefficients which are unim portant for our purpose)
( 1 )  ^ ( j > a ) y s A + ( l) i ) r s ^ v S " ( j > s )  A + ( j ) , ) 7 5 ^  A + (1 > 4 )J
( 2 )  f  ( y s ) 7 6  A  + ( P i ) 7 6 ^  a  + ( P j ) M  a  + (i)a)7t/9^^'(^>8)
( 3 )  A  + ( P i ) M v H i > 8 ) Q / .v C x t  « i>  [fiyv A  +(j>a’) M  A
( 4 )  f ( i > s ) r 6 A  4vi)Pyn'^r{pMiLi>S'p[py^ a  +{p%)fiyv A  + ( ^ 4) ]
( 5 )  Hp^)y^ A  4P\)fiyv  A  +{:p )^py  ^ A  + {vz)h u tipM iL v
(® ) ^ {pz)yn A  + ( P i ) ^ r * :  A  +{VA)Pyv A  ^{p2)Py\f{pMnvQ\jc
There will be two terms, each of the type (1), (2), (3) and (6) and four terms each 
of the type (4) and (6).
In the above expressions, while simplifying, we can very easily get rid of the 
ys’s when they occur in pairs by transposing and putting (75)^  =: 1 , which 
introduces a change of sign a t every step when a crosses a 7^. I t can 
be easily seen th a t the terms like (4) which do not contain 75 in suitable pair will 
vanish since the spur becomes identically zero.
To consider the m atrix elements between f  (^3) and ^(ps) in the different type 
of terms, we shall first prove the following result : When
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—> —> -> ->
_?‘a3H-o-. 63 a^ ~\-i<T .
—> —> —> —>
A i -\-icr . iA^' -\-icr. B ^
... (Al)
^iA ^  -f-o". B ^  A^' . B^ .
 ^ —► —► —>
aj -\-i(T . h^’ ?!aa' -j-o-.
-> ->
- H-itr . 64'
and if aj^ , 6*, a^, 6/  (k =  1, 2, 3, 4) are all real, then also A^ '^, Bj^ .' (A; =  1, 2, 3, 4) 
are all real; i.e. the product of any two (and hence any number) of matrices of the 
above form (Al) remains unaltered in form with the real and imaginary parts 
remaining in tact. This result may be verified by direct multiplication.
I t  can very easily be checked th a t (1 ) does not contain any polarisation term. 
Ill the second, we find th a t once we get rid of the 75’s the remaining matrices 
will be of the form (Al) and hence their products will also have the same form, 
and thus by (16a) will not give rise to any polarisation dependent scattering 
cross-section when we add to it  the complex conjugate expression.
For considering the terms of type (3), we first consider the case th a t Qn^ , is 
expressed as direct product of two energy-momentum vectors. In  this case, 
clearly the operator within if(Pa) ^(Pi) form (Al) as is easily seen by
multiplying by —t* and noticing th a t iyp for all values of p  is of the form (Al). 
The spur in this term  is easily seen to be real, and hence this term does not contri- 
bute anything to a polarisation dependant cross-section. In  an exactly similar 
manner we can also see th a t when or are (or as a corollary, sums of) 
momenta, none of the other types of terms can contribute anything to any de- 
pendance on polarisation.
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Even when one (both) of and Qxj.' is replaced by or (and) with 
other real coefficients,, it can be seen in these terms th a t they will be sum of tonus 
with all their matrices of the form (Al). This can be proved, for example, by 
separating a 7  ^ ... summation into two parts, as y^ ... y*. (with ^ =  l, 2, 3) 
and 74 ... 74. I t  will be seen th a t we shall either require two i ’s to make the 
matrices of the form (Al) and with real coefficients, or they will be automatically 
of th a t form.
As stated in the main text, this leads to the conclusion th a t the scattering 
cross-section will be independent of the polarisation state of
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